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Evaluating a Bilingual Test: Adding the Consumer'S

\Since the spring of 1979, the' Hong

using the Basic Inventory of:Natbral-Ainguage

language proficiency of students participating in the-

English PrOficiency (SLBP),'Pro4ram. The test wasSelect4a )y t

district as an instrument for screening; diagnosis, placemen

evaluation. The purpose of the present study 'was tc,review

the. BINL to help deterimine whether the continued use of

.district is warranted.

The SLEP Program is designed to seine students whose dominant

language is not English and whose limitation in the use of English

prevents them from functioni ctively in the regularrclassroom. The

overall oOjective of the program to help these students to adjust to $
4

the'American culture

communication skills to participate in'the regular classroom instruction

in the Hawaiian setting'thi,acquiring basic

and school activities appropriate' for the their age and grade level..

Studen s are selected to participate in the program on the basis 9f

,

their language'dominance ratings as determinedsby criteria specified in

the Identification Assessment Programming System (Hawaii Department,of

Education, 1980). Only students who receive la4nguage dominance ratings

of .l and 2 are eligible to participate in the program. Participants are

.exited from the program when they reach a language dominance rating of 3

(or above) and score' at the 25 percentile (or above) on the Metropolitan .

Achivement Test in reading, langua4e arts, and mathematics.



,Currently, the SLEP Program is offered in 55 schools in the district/

.serving some 5,000 students, Program staff include -7 permanent:teachers,

51 .temporary teachers, 8 school home aides,,15 educational assNtants,

and 47 part-time teMporary teachers. Program funding;is app.

4-

$1.3 million per year.

The BINL purports totleasure language proficiency la terms of the

complexity of the language used by students in grades k-12. The test

items consist of 40 large story starter ElIctures:,. The student selects

o 5 pictures and .responds to the items by making up stories about the

pictures or about some of the -people and things in tht pictures. The

pictures may be used as a jumping off point for,the student to speak

about a personal experience Student responses are tape recorded to-

scoring.

The BINL scores are based on 10 speeCh samples taken from the student

during the test. The test provides, a series-of scores which may be used

to build a'language profile for each student. Fluency is indicated by

the total number of words used by the student during language s

This score is said to be a general indicator of ability to use the

.,0cabulary, structures and forms of a language. Level: of complexity is a

Measure:Of the student's command of the structures of the language/

including the use of mOdifiersi phrases and clauses. Average sentence

.lengthii g mea dre of the fluency count and the nqmber of phrases or

sentences used by the student.

c
The BINL complexity leVel scale ranges from 0:tO 200. Average

sentence length ranges from 0 t 15words. Based on score ranges,

language proficiency categories are established. These include)

non-English speaking, limited English speaking, fIdet English speaking,



and proficient English speaking. Separate. score ranges are

establish'the categories for different gfade level groupings.(e.g., k-2,

.3=6, 7-8i V-712) Students in the. arly gradpb..are generally, nOt expected'`

to reach high, school lev'elsof complexity.

The BINL is administered individually. Test

takes 10-15 minutes. The test is both hand- and maChine-scorabIe..

The study looked at four critical aspects of the BINt. First,

validity of the test, primarily it content validity, was examined;

Second, the:test,retest. reliability; of:the BINLIWas:Assessed;: Third

effects of the BINL as a measure for exiting project students was studied

in terms o the students' post -SLEP performance in the regular

classrooM. Fourth, a test, use survey was conducted, tr, find out how

satisfied the project staff were with the us of the' BINt. Specific

procedures ue9 in the study are described a6follows :

. TeSt Review Committee

The formation of a test review committee was a critical step in the

study. The committee was charged with assessing the content validity and

other psychometric qualities of t1 BINL on the basis of pre-specified-
.

criteria. Committee members %.7ere selected on the basis of:

- background in bilingual educatiqD,

- knowledge ofand experience with test and measurement yin. general,

n

- knowledge of and experience with assessment involving bilingual"

studentli".
"4,



" .

knoWledge of and experience with bilingual- instruments,

/- knowledge and underStanding of the approach to coMPehsatorY
01,

eddcation in the Hon lulu districtt

knowledgeoand understanding of SLEP instructional objects, and

independence, seif-assurance and capacity for critical thinking.

Based on the above criteria, nine individuals were identified and

selected as members of the test review coimittee. They ncIuded four

d'strict staff, a school-levei project teacher, a state\ evgl evaluation

aif, two university faculty members and thee external evaluator.

/
Ir

Test Evaluation Criteria

Nunierous:sourCes were used to develop a set of criteria -for test

evaluation. These included'various documents produced by the. Center for_

Ohe Study, of. Evaluation of UCLA (Hoepfner, et al., 1976), the Center for

Bilingual Education (Silverman, et al., 1976f Silverman, et al., 1978)

and the Assessment Projects at the Northwest Regional Educational

laboratory (Nafzigeru et al., I975), the AmerSpan Psych ogicaI

Association, the. American Educational Regearch As'ociation, 64National

Council of Measureme in' fEducation (Davis, et- 1., 1974), as well ''as

individual researchers (e..g.. Madausu.-et al., 1982) . The-finai Set of-.

criteria used in the -present study thus represents a comprehensive'

compilation of generally accepted test standards which had been field

tested and used in test evaluation.

iMore specifica/ly, the criteria relate to four major areas of
.

test

characteristics: measurement validity, examinee appropriateness,

technic/al excellence, and administrattc4 usability. The criteria' areas
I"' ,

are further described follows:

N



This set of criteria looks at the nature of

what a test measures, the range 'of behaviors sampled, the relationSh1P of

4

Vie test score to other measuresi'and the demonstrated'usefulness of. the

test in theoretical-or practical settings.

Examinee approp.rlaten4ss-. These criteria relate to. the

appropriateness of the test materials, including content of the stimuli

(items) and mOde of respon se, relative to the grade level of students

taking the.test.

Administrative Usabilita These criteria'deal with practical

concerns in administering anusing'a test: The ease with which the test

can be given, scored, and interpreted, and the usefulness of the,

resUlting score in making program or instructional decisions.

Technical excellence. These criteria are concerned with the test's

reliability
'
Teplicability and refinement of measurement.

4

Each of the four criterial areas included several, individual

criteria. To facilitate test review, .thete individual criteria were

transformed into questions to guide the 'test reviewers in test evaluation.

Test Review

The review session was preceded by 'a test administra*T ion/

4emonstration provided by one of the districkstaff. The dembnstraticin,

was provided to enhan6e committee members' understanding of. theBINL.

Strict protocols were obseived during the ,re e n. mmviewsssio Coittee

members followed directions develoPed specifically'for the test review.

Criterka to be used to evaluate the. BIM, were explained to committee

memLers by the external evaluator 11 evaluative dec .
.

zsions were based

on inforation preserited in the Mai ual and-related 'documents supplied by



the test develEper. NO attempt was made to verify the available

information._ bn the other hand, when needed formation wars not.

available and was not readily inferrable from e isting data, an

unfavorable'rating.Westso be given.'

In attesting content_ validity Of the BINL, the 40 ttarter pictures
0

-served as test items in the review'procest. The items were assessed in

terms of the degree of match with a set of instructional objectives

provided by the SLEP grogram staff. These objectives relate to students'

ability to:

- express feelings, attitudes, and meaning through a variety of

sentence.

- make statements;

- (ask questions;

5.

interact with others to convey a message;

express ideas effectively and clearly.,,

For each BINL item, test reviewers were asked to determine whether

measure of at least one of the SLthe item provided a relevant

objectives. Reviewers ware also asked to determine the perc

SLEPoobjectives measured bY one or more of the BINL items.

Test-Retest Reliability

stage' of

To assess test reliability of the BINL, astest-retest study was --

perfdrmed on the test as it is used in the SLEP program. .A random sample

f 192 students was drawn from different grade levels at different

schOols. Data elements included school name, grade level of student,

student name, BINL raw score, NCE score and-BINL level score.

Data coding was performed by the district staff. Completed data.

sheets were mailed to the author for key-punching and analysis.



Mainstieampg

A mainstreaming study was perf,tmdd7to evaluate the, effects ofthe

as a'measure fdor exiting studenta. Data were gathered for a 'random

sample, of ove 200,studentsat diffetent grades in different schools.
4

indents exited,, from the SLEP Program foi at least six months. were

included, in the sample. The dat'a included School name, student name,

grade leve HINL administration date, BINL raw score, MAT administratiO

date,.MAT-percentile scores (language arts, reading and' mathematics)and

I if

year=end school grades. For purposesof,comparabilityt all schcol'grade

were converted to scores on a five-poilit scale = failing, 2 =

= satisfactory, 4,= very'good, = excellent). .:Data

coding waS performed4 the distristaff. Completed data sheets

mailedto "the author for key-punching and analysis.

. Te4Use Survey'

Thrte-separaWsurveys we_re conducted 4f--.1 the Honolului Leeward and..
40

Centiai d'ist'ricts in HaWaii to obtain a measure of teSt use satisfaction
I. .

;,

on the.BINI, and tV!S t6n6UegeAsseSsment Scales (LAS) . TYie survey

4 7

instrumenticonsisted,of41 items developed essentially on the basiSof
N .

the same set of criteria
. 4,441' -d

in Ehe:tes,t review study.' Items specific

to information contained

however. See Appendik A.

the'BINL'or,,LAS!manual,*e00-0xclUdedi

All three surveys were coHducted in April 1983. Data obtained from

the sprveys"were coded'and entered into thecomputetby dAtrict.stsff,
..

, ,: .

for preliminary 'tabulations.', 'Analyse:AnalySeql.were performed separately ,fok° each
'

, district and=
. , ,

an additional' analysis46s conducted by Cling data from
,-

.,..

2 ,
. .

the Leeward and;Central districts: ,



,. This section presents the, results of each of the evaluative

activities performed in the study. First, the'filidingS of the test

reYiew,committee
/

are discu;sed. This is followed by results obtained in
,

the reliability study, the mainstreaming study,

Satitfadtion SurveYS.

Test Review Findings

These findingsae.e; presented in terms of the general qualities o

BINL as viewed on the basis of;,:the pre-specified criteria and thena.

specifically in terms of its content validity.

.

Responses suggest that the test reviewers

and the test use

generally perCeived the BINL to be an instrument of high merit. With few:.

exoeptions, the test received favorable ratings from the committee

members. Several items are worthy of particular mention.

First, the, BINL'item develOpment process appearedto be-of some

concern to the committee members. While some of ple rationale could O4

inferred' from .y the test manual, the item deyelopment process :as a.whoIe

appear,ed poorly documented.
,

Secondly; most reviewers appeared'Uncertained as-to whether the BINL`
.

could be expeCted to correlate with student PerforMance in school. : .

subjects:: One reviewer suggeited thatthe BINL measured only oral
,

.

-language proficiency and could notbe,expected to serve as a predictor of

achievement in other academic areas.

I

Thirdly, some reviewers' were not' certain' if-the BINL scoring,

..-

.procedure can be described a; objective,and siMple., The majority of.the
.

. .
. . (

.

,
... .

. . .. .

,reviewers,, however, thought it was,;; ::'," ',;. . ,

. .



Fourthly, while virtually all reviewers felt the nbrm groups used in

the standardization of the BINL were of sufficientfsize, a few expressed

reservation's .

over the representativeness of the norm groups, particularly

with respect to racial, ethnic, economic and sexual representation.

Fifthly, a couple of reviewers expressed concern over whether the

BINL was capable of adequately differentiating among students

upper, and lower ends, of
1
the achievement spectrum and Whether the test

meisured a diversity of skills Of bilingual students. majority of the

ieviewersiNhowever, did not see the BINL lacking such capabilitieS.

As mentioned earlier, responses tolnost of the items were favorable.

:"Arhe overall positive perceptionS of.the test review.committee.are.perhapt

best reflected in their recommending the use of the'iINL in the SLEP

Program.

Content,vaiidity.: Content validity vas assess by posing two

questions to the test reviewers: (a) What proportion of, the BINL items-

appears to measure one or more ofthe SLEP instructional objectives as
o

identified by the pro§iamNSkaff? (b) What proportibn of the SLEP

,hstructional objectives is measured by one or. morebf the BINL items?

As mentioned. ear2lier, -for purposes. Of 'this study, the 40 starter

pictures, being the primary stimuli for eliciting stUdent reSponses, were

regarded as test items,A set of five major instrugitional objectives was

identified by the. SLEP prograp. sgff. These objebtives pertaine4-to the

student't ability to;

," express. feelings, attitudes,_and_meaning_through_a varietir_o

sentence structures:'

"make statements,:



ask guestiOnSA

- I

interact wit tethers'' to convey a message; and

express ideas effectively and clearly.

An examination of.the MIL items relatiVe to the SLEP instructional

objectives produced a generalconsenSus among the test reviewers with

respect to the content validity o4 the,BINL: SpeCifically, all of the

BINL items were judged to be related to Objtttives 1, 2, and .5. None

the items.was'perceived to be a measure of one's ability to ask questions

(objectixe 3) or to .interact with others (objective 4). At best, the

.testing s4uation may yield an indirect indication of such abilities..

FUrthermbre, the ability -to express. feeIngs:end attitudes (as distinct

from meaning) included in objectiVe 1 is only partially or indirectly

assessed by the BINL items.

Thus it appears that all the BINL test (starter pictures)

, .

relate to some of the SLEP instructional objectives and are therefore

capable of providing a measure of the student ability in the relevant

skill areds. on the otfier hand, not all Of the SLEP objectives are

measured by the BINL items. TWo of the five objectives identified by the

program staff are in fact only indirectly, Mat 611, aSAesSed by the

.BINL

The random sample chosen for the test - retest reliability study

consisted Of 192 students drawn from all grade levels (k-12) in 26 of the

55 Schools. NuMbers of elementary, intermediate And high school students

included in,the sample mere prCpCtiOnate to SLEP students in the

diStrict at the respective grade levels. Most of the-students were



tested on Jaauary 3 through January 14, 1983 for the first

retest, in .most cases, was administered between January 31 through'

46,
ltebruary 17.° Some of the delay in the first and second testing was due

to logistical Problems in recording students games and notifying the
- -

schools to retest the students. All testing was conducted by the,SLEP

}
program staff at the school sites. The completed score sheets were

machine7scored by the test publisherin California.

The data indicate that the average BINL raw score (language

complexity) for the-first test was 90A3 with a coriesponding NOrmal

Curve Equivalent (NCE) score of 60.93:1 At retest, the students 'obtained

an average ,BINL raw score of 99.58 corresponding to an NCE o

gain.was probably due to elapsed Ome between the two testings. The

6;44; The -4

interval was, in some cases, longer than anticipated and a greater amount

of learning than' expected could have occurred.

The primary interest in the test-retest reliability study, is of

course the intercorrelations among the variables included in the-study.

of particular 'importance is the correlation between the first testing and

second testing. Data show that the test-retest correlation in terms of

BINL raw scores'-was . The correlation in, terms of NCEs was .87,,

These test-retest reIiabilities should be viewed with some caveats.

First, different methods of obtaining test reliabilkty generally

yield different results. The parallel forms cdrrelation.is typically the

lowest and'the odd-even. (e. , splii-half) reliability the highest

(GuIIiksen, 1950, p.215). The test-retest reliability coefficient o .88

obtained in the present study is prdbably quite coMparable with the

split-half coefficient of .92 reported in -the BINL test manual (Berber

1979).



Second, reliabilities of oral languagetests)pre generally lower than

most standardized achievement tests, oral language proficiency being -a

relatively more, difficult trait to measure (Silverman et al., !76;

Perlman and Rice, 1979).

Third, as indicated earlier, the time interval between the first test

and-the.retest was longer than'anticipaied at least In some cases. While

e'eIaPsed tdme was, ky all ..c 737..i ..:.A nbt long enough ser'iouslr

'confound the results, it most likely served to attenuate the .test-retest

reliability.

Mainstreaming

A random sample of 236 students was used in the mainstreaming study.

These students were mainstreamed between September 1980 and June 1981.

The sample covered all grade levels (k-12) and AO of the 55 sChooIs in
47

the distric Numbers of eIelpentary, intermediate and high school

students included in the sample were proportionate to SLEP students in

the district at the respective grade levels. Farrington High School

which enrolled 14 percent of the SLEP students in the district was

slightly overrepresented in the sample; Twenty-two percent of the sample

was obtained from that school.

In selecting the sample, student folders were randomly picked from

file boxes containing all exited students during the specified period.

attempt was made to randomly Select students from the various language

An examination of the final sample by the SLEP program staff

indicated that the sample did appear representative of the language
.

groups in the district.



After the sample was selected, year-end grades for the 1981-82 school

year were obtained. These grades represented their post-SLEP achievement

the regular school setting after the students had been. mainstreamed
-!'

for at least a year. At the secondary level, grade point averages for

mathematics and language arts:were obtained. At the elementary level, a

single grade Point. average for. mathematics. was provided,; language arts
o.

, 4 ,

Wes divided Arki r schools'

which, provided a single ],a1160a4e arts 9raqe'Point average.

The somewhat diveise'lrading sah6tes used at differentsdhOols

comieried'tO a common five -point 'scale as follows:

= Failing

= Barely passing:

3 = Satisfactory

4 = Very-goo&

5 = Excellent

were -

The exited students might have been tested with the BINL on several

occasions. In such cases, BINL scores obtained immediately prior to

mainstreaming were used. Both BINL raw scores and BINL levels were

provided.

The primary interest of the mainstreaming study was to assess the

effects of the BINL (in conjunction with he MAT) as an instrument

exiting SLEP students.

interest was whether students mainstreamed on the basis'of the BINL (and

More specifically, the question of primary

MAT) were performing satisfactorily in the regular,Fschool settihg.

the average the exited students appeared toThe data stiggpst:thaton

n the regular classroom in all subject

1 t



areas, particularly in mathematics and language arts. On a five-point

scale, the average mainstreamed student earned grades ranging from 3.19.

to 3.62. When the data were further 'analyzed in terms of percht

students achieving various school grades, a similarly positive

achievement pattern emerged. Data indicate that less than 4 percent of

the exited studentswere.actually failing,,in some subjects. The

predominant majority demOnStrated satisfactory or better than

satisfactory achievementli.e., 85.7 percent) in mathematics,,82.

percent in language 'attsi°934 percent in reading, ,91.1 percent in

speaking/listening). Approximately one-half of the students showed "very

good" or "excellent performance in mathematics (46.5 percent) and

language arts (57.5,percent). Over one-fifth of these students had

similarly high, achievement in reading (28:4.percent) and speaking/

listening (20.5 percent).

D. Test Use Satisfaction

The survey on test use satisfaction was conducted to assess how

satisfied the SLEP staff were with the use of the BINL in the program.

The is- faction (IOTUS) was administered to all

SLEP program staff in the diltrict in April 1983. Similar surveys were

,=lso. conducted at the same time in the Leeward and Central districts to

provide data-for comparison purposes. As indicated earlier, items in the

TOTUS were developed on the basis of pre-specified criteria for test

evaluation. The instrument consists of two parts. Part I is made up o

6 items, relating to the respondent's general knowledge of and experience

With the test in question. part II consists of 35 items mostly relating

the specific test evaluation criteria. The following is a

presentation of major findings.



Sixty-one SLEP program staff dn.the Honorulu district responded to

the Su yey. These included four educational -assistantei 12 part-time

temporary teachers and 34 teachers. The others did not specifi%their job

positions. A predominant majority of the respondents (83.7 percent)

rated their knowledge of the BINL as good or excellent. Over 90 percent

had administered the BINL 8 or more times. A majority (83.3 percent)

0
reported that it took 20 minutes or less to administer the BINL.

.

Over one-half (57A perCent) of:the:responden s indicated that
,

least 50 percent of the skills taught.in tfe project were measured by 'the

BINL, with a sizeable number (29.8 percent) indicating that 71 percent or

more of the skills were covered by the test. With respect to test use,

equal emphasis appeared to have been placed on eValuation (80 percent),

student selection (70 percent), diagnoss (68 percent), instruc'tio'nal

planning (68 percent), and student placement (90 percent).

With respect to measurement validity, the responses were highly

favorable. In all cases, a majority of the respondents felt that (a) they

knew what the test was supposed to measure (93.4 percent); (b) the items

in the test seemed conceptually sound (54.1 percent); (c) the test

measured what it was supposed to measure (78.6 percent); and (d) the test

measured something distinct from what was measured by other similar tests

_

(51.7 percent). The respondents seemed less certain about the ability of

the test 1 'predicting how well a particular student would do in other

school subjectsLess than a gpatter (24.5 percent) of the:respondents

felt the test possessed such predictive validity. ,

. A predominant majority of the respondents (85 percent) indicated that

the BINL provided reliable information for its intended use Such uses



included evaluation, student selection, pAacement, diagnosis and

instructional planning. Virtually all (95 percentl_of the respondents

reported Oat the test resulta,generally,turnecroUt to: be wharthey would

expect. 'Over 88 Percent indicated that they generally*Ma e use of the

test informatiOn in some way.'

Wittx respect to examinee appropriateness, a majority Of the

respondents (73..8 percent) felt that the layOUtot:the test (including
-

print sizes,' illustratidns, use of white space and color) was attractive;

and helpful. The respondents, hoviever, appeared having difficulty

treating #41k starter pictures as "items" and most (7A percent, Oid.not

.-

-respond to the questidn-regarding how well the items were. written. Some°
P

did not respond to the question regarding.iteMreleVance or

Over one-half (50.8 perdent) did indicate that theAtemS

cultural,qbexual and ethniq bias.

Virtually all (97 3 percent) respondents indicated they had rho'
- ?

difficulty in administering the testto students. Most (83.6 percent)°

reported that they were able to administer ifle test in the same

time, theY tested the students, with 59 peTcent indiOating that

administering the test was an enjoyable and rewarding'experience.

predominant majority (88.5 percent) believed that the way in which

.
students were°regpiredto,.riskntito the test Atfms was simple and°

direct.. Less than .10 .percent :felt that. it took too. long toadmitiSter:'the

test.

The VIM also received very:favorable ratings in terms o

For iriSfance, the 'test manual was rated ab

.

administrative .usability

-clear, well -eorganized, consistent, thorough.and helpful .by 82.8 percent



ttk.
if the respondents. Similarly, the instructions' for administeringthe

test were deemed to be clear and easy to follow by 95 peccent of the

resPondent6. The answer or scoringsheet was easy to use, acccirding to

°another 18.6 pSrcent.of those responding to the survey.
4

.1Wbile a majority (60.6 percent) of the respondents perceived the

scoring. proceduret,as straightforward and objective, a 'sizeable

percent) did not indicate whether it would be difficat to hand-scdre
,

test - presumably never had to do sci. Most 1943 erceni-

indicated 'there would be no differente betwlen,hand- and machine-scoring,

Over .one-haIf %(51.7 percent) of the ..respondents felt the test provided

important source of information for program,improvement. A majority

(68.8 percent) reported that they often used the test results to make

'instructional decisions.

4
K.sizeablenumber (41.7Percent) of the respondents apparently had

never baa lo convert raw. scores to homed or iotoprtted scores for the

an

BINL and did not respond to the question regarding score conversion.

Forty percent,however, did resPond, indicating that the score conversion

process was easy.- Most respondents (70 percent) felt that,it was easy to

Understand,the various scores provided by the test-. .A majority (76.7
.

percerit) indicated that they saw Aso problem in using the various test
' . .

ciires for the'intended purposes such as evaluation, Student selection,

placement, diagnosis, and instructional planning.

With regard to technical excellence,'the respondents felt that the

BINL had endugh"jtems to include a sufficient range ofdifficuIty (60

',percent) .arld that both'the raw scores and converted scores had a

spfficient range to differentiate adequately among students (78.4 and

--73.4 percent, goectively)., However, a subst ntially lower percentage
r

(40 percent) of the respondents believed that BINL measured a wide

1
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1 1 , ,

range or diversity of'skills. About 10.percent indicated "that the costs.

the test were too high for the kinds of information tt provided.

Approximatilly 30 percent felt otherwise. One-third-sof the resglondentg

did not respond to the item,...1

I.

The overall perceptions

the respondents' expression o

the SLEP Program. it-Precloilihane:.Majority (76A-perdent)

_':.:,

were satisfied A f

3,

percent). felt othert.iiSe; the. Others 418.3,

percent). apparently did not have strong feeling§ one way,or'ttle other;

\
.. . ,,

Over two-third§ (70 percent)would recommend the test for use in programs

similar to the SLEP Program.

As indicated in an-earlier section, test'use'surveys were also_'

7

conducted in the Leeward and Central districts in which the LAS was 'used
.

.

for student selection and other purposes. The combined saMple_of 81

-
consisted of 35 part-time teachers and 27 permanent teachers. The others

did not specify.their jab positions.

4Y. 4
Baied on the survey results, several items appear worthy of mention'

for purposes of comparison. These points-of interest are listed as

follows:

1:- The SLEP program §taff'in the respective districts appeared

quite comparable in terms of both their wledge of and

experience with the respective tests- -most having administered

the BINL or the LAS 8 or more times.

2. Acomparison of responses on content validity suggests that

18



U.

there was A better Matth-betWeen the BINLAnd thelionolUlu SLEP

Rrogram., While over one7half (57.8 pelent) of the Honolulu

respondents indicated eaI match Of 50 peiqent q bettg-:; only

,slightly more than one-third (35:1 perdeni) of the
A

Leeward/Central Te4ondeitts:felt.the same way about the LAS:
1'

`D

--
F4rthermore, proportionately ionolulu staff used thelINL

for-diagnOsis.:(68'.1 percent) and:inS-ir6dtiOnal'planning.f68.3

4
3.

0s,com aredlwiti; teeWard/Cehtral'Staff'using

for similar purposes (53=0

reiPectiveIy).

-
With respect to measurementsvalidity, ovde ope-half (51.7

percent) 'of he Honolulu respondents believed that the BINL

.measured something distinct from what waS measured by other

similar tests; ApprOxiiilateli to one-third (32.4) of the

Leewar.d/CentrarrespondentiT.felt the same way aboUt the LAS. In

cases, a much lower percentage of respondents (24.5 percent

for *Honolulu, 27.2 percent for LeewArd/Central believed that

Qthe respective tests provided resuIts;capable of predicting how

,

wejll students may perform in other schobl subjects.

A substantially higher percentage of the Honolulu respondents

(85.percent) indicated that their test provided reliable

information fOr its intended use. Only 55 percent of the

Leeward/Central'respondents felt the _same way about the LAS.

Also, proportionately.more Honor411 respondents (88.1 percent)

reported using test information they received from the 31jL

19.



Only 63.7 percent of their Leeward/Central counterparts

indicated using test information kovided by the ,LAS:.

There were differences in perception with respect to -ease

appropriateness of test administration. Again; these

differences Were generally in favor of the BINL.. For eicample,_

virtually all (98.3 percent) the. Honolulu respondents indicated

that .they 1?ad no difficulty in aaminist&ring the BINL while 81..5

percent of tkeirLeeward/Central counterparts. felt 't e same wa

abodt the LAS. Furthermore, 83.6 percent of the Honolulu

respondents reported"that they were able to administer the BINL

in the same way each time they tested their studentst The

corresponding figure for the LeeWard/Centeral respondents was

-72.8 percent. Approximately 88 percent of the Honoljiu

respondent8 believed that the way in which students v.re

required to respond, to. the BINL test items was' simple and

direct. About 76 percent of their counterparts in
a.

Leeward/Central telt the same way about the LAS.

Comparisons with respect to the test manual, instructions for

test administration, use of answer sheets amd scoring procedures

were also generally in favor of the BINL. For instance; 82.8,°

percent of the Honolulu respondents agreed that the BINL test

manual was clear, well-otrized, consisten4,thorough and

helpful.7 Abopt 68 percent of the Leeward/Central respondents

felt the same way about the LAS. Practically all (95 percent)

of the Honolulu respondents indicated that the instructions for

admini,9tering the BINL were clear and easy to follow. About 88

20
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:

percent`of the yeevaird/Cent.01 respondents felt the same way

about the' AS'. Similarly, a higher perce e of 'the Honolulu
°reSpondents (78.6 Percent versus 65,4 percent) Indicated that

the BINL ans,Wer..sheet was easy to use. .AlthoUgif a sizeable

numberof the respondents fboth, 'in Honolulu and-ii :

;.Leeward/Central) did not 'respond to. the item, a .higher

percentage of, .the Honoluld-respondents (60.6 percent versus

perCent) .agreed that scoring procedure- for the BINL was

straightforward and objeCtiVe.: Few (21.3 .percent) ,however, .

indicated that they would hav'e no difficuitY hand scoring the

a

'°'in other aspecti of administrative usability., the respontesNere

also generally more in favor of theBINL than the LAS. As a
-case in point. about 40pgrcent ofthe Wonolulu respbndents

.

reported that it was easy to convert raw s-coneS to normed* or..._

. ,.
interpreted scores for the BINL. Approximately:23 -percent of

... .

the Leeward/Central 'respondents .si.ndicated the. samt..,for the -LAS. ,

, .-

Propottionate. '1. ..'f ''; . .v.....1- 4 d: % '
ly, .a fat greater nurnbe.r of the Honolulu s

.',..-

pondents .i.ndated that- it was easy to Understaqtr the ,,meanfrrg"

the Various scores provided by 'the BINL (70.0 perCent.;versaS,

51.2 percent) and that they saw. no problems :in using the various

test scores for the intended purpoSes. (76.7 percent versus 49.4

percent).-1 Mpretier; a greater proportion of the Honolulu

reSpondents. (68.8 percent) used the test result's to make
.instructbnal decisions than, did their teeward/Cential

°counterparts. (42;5 percent



-

,

Even though a sizeable number:(20 perdent) of the Honolulu''

ieskindents did not respond -.to' the jtem, 45 percentof,them did..

'indicate, that the items were relevant, to their student.
.(. ; - :,` :

:.Approximately 3D percent oftt(e Leeward/Central respondents felt
..

-:- .,

he: tSaMe way.about,he LAS,:itemg: JA%both cascs, approximaelY
'::.-:- , ...&

.,..!

oi*tiltlftif the-respondents, (510.84percentJO:Honolulu and. 469
-... ., - .;-°:4i'-z. . ::'

.

Percent 'for Leeward/central-) indicated that the test items were
.

tree.pf cultutaLse'xual"-ethliicItbias. Proportionately
.

-HOnolulu,respondente('tVperCent.versug25:13clercent)

that the items' were'not-free of bias.

There apped'to be some evidence that the T3INL provided a
,,

.

wider range of"cOverage than $thla-:LAS. A 4Dredominant MajOrity of

the HOnolulu_retb8ii3nts'.indicated,i,that the BINL raw scores:

(7$.4-percent) and,COnveited scores (73.4 percent) had a;
.

-

ttiificient range to differentiate'adequatelyamong;students.

Less than one-haW1-41.24.rtent and 34;7 percent, respectiVely)

of'the'LepWard/Central respondents felt the same wayabout

raw andconverted scdor0 for the LAS. About 60 percent of the

Honolulu reapondenfs.agfeed that the BINL had enough items t
7k,s

tepiesent a Sufficient range of difficulty: Approximately

Pc

,
;_

porCent indicateA that the test measured a. wide range or
.e.v, s

'diversity Of sills. The corresponding figures for,the
`'

' f .1

LeeWard/OeUt4al'respondents were 43.7Tercent'and 37.17 percept,.

respectiv It should also be noted that' a' siieable number of

the ipspondents (28.4 percent in Honolulu and 41.6 percent in
.
-Leeward/Central) did not think the respective tests measured,a

.-006 range or diversity of skills.,

22



n theHonolulu district, a predominant majority (78.4 percent)

of the r pondents indicated that they were satisfied with the

use of the BINL in the SLEP Program. ,Only 3 3 percen'expressed

dirssatisfa tion. In the Leeward and Central distitcts, 36.2

percent of the respondents reported that they were satisfied

with the use of the LAS in tilPfr.program while anOther 36.2.

percent expisted'diisatisfaCtion. About 78: percent of the

Honolululrespondents wou]d recommend the use of the BINL in

-
programs similar to the SLEP Program.. Approximately 34 percent

of the Leeward/Central respOndents'woOld recommend the use of

the

While it is possible. to OVerinterprtperceptualdatai.the responses

obtained fram;the three:pbrve'Ps did present -a plearly-disternible trend

", supporting the continued use of the BINL in, the Honolulu district. Not

only did the respondents think highly of the test, comparative data
,

suggest that their support and enthusiast for tile BIEL appeared td be

greater than thatesd users: fhe.-LAS..for that: test in ,the.eXpr se.

Leeward and Central' districts: Itimost.casessurvey'reAtioneesre

favorable to the. BINL' than they were to the. LAS.

The primary purpose of the.present study was to obtain and in erpret

data pertaining to the BINL to help defermine whethe? the cOntinu d use

of,th6 test in the Honolulu district is warranted. TO that end several

studies were'conducted to obtain information on the psyChometric

qualities (particularly with respect to the 'Content validity And.



test-retest reliability) of the Bini, tke, 'effects of: the BINL

instrument for mainstreaming SLEP students and'perceptions of test users

° with respect to their overall test use satisfaction.

Several approaches were taken to obtain the relevant data Including

the formation of-a test review committee, the testing and retesting of

random sample of SLEP students, an in -depth examination of school grades

Of a random sample of .exited stUdents.,',aiid. the 'conduct of surveys' on test
.

use satisfaction in three school districts. Results of the study,appear

to supporp the following concIusions:'

Findings obtained from the test review session suggest that the
,

BINL possesses favorable psychometric qualities as a measure of

oraftanguage -proficiency., The match between processes employed

in the test and the psychOlinguistic principles which fbrm the
,

philosophical bases of he SLEP Program is considered excellent

and, perhaps unique, providing high content validity for the BINL.

It is also obvious, however, that the BINL items do not measure

--

all the,tkills which are emphasized in the. SLEP Program.
. -

BINL's-contentcoverage is.someWhat limited to oralprofidiericy

The'

in English and does,not'in6lude such.import'antskills as-reading

., .

doitipiOenittin..

,

Retultt of the test-1, study suggestthat the 'Bin as a' .

. -,,

language proficiencY test possesses: an adequately high degree of
r.

reliability. In spite of the attenuating factors which

_ _ _ _

inadvertently occurred in the study, a'test-retest

coefficient of around .88 was obtained for the test; is alto.



that responses obtained from the test use survey

suggest" that--the scoring procedures were perhaps not as

straightforward and objective as they could. have

The mainstreaming study ihowed that in moSi'cases exited

students were performing satidfactorily,..if not better than

sAisfactorily, im-the-Te suTax school setting. 1-When-their

-school grades were converted to a common five-point scale, above

average performance was indicated in all subject'areas included

in the study. Only in very few cases (less than 4 perCent) were

exited students shown to be failing in some subjects.

__
sizeable number of the exited students (20-57 percent) were

doing "very good" or "excellent" work in the regular classroom.

following their exit from the SLEP Program:

The test use surveys conducted in the Honolulu, Leeward and

Central districts indicated that there was a high degree of

support and enthusiasm on the part of the program staff for

use of the respective tests (the BINL and the LAS) in'these

districts; It also appeared that the degree of support and

the

enthusiasm was greater in Honolulu than i the other two

dittrictt. There was clear evidence that the Honolulu program

staff were highly satisfied with the use of the BINL in the SLEP

Program and believed the test served all the functions it was

intended to serve.
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DIRECTIONSFOR-COEPLETING THE INVENTORY
-OW- TEST-USE SATISFACTION

The purpose of the Inventory is to assess how satisfied you are With
the use of'tests-iinyourpzogramAseparate=inventory=should be
completed'for,each test. For this particular study, Honolulu DiStridt.-
raSPondents shouId:complete the inventory for_BINL. Leeward and Central
Distict.respondents should complete the Inventory fOr LAS.. Keep the
following directions in mind when you respondlto the InventOrk.

Fill in your name (optional), position, school district and date on
page 1 of the Inventory.

. Indicate the name of the test for which you are completing the
Inventory; HonolulU District redpndents should complete the
InVentory fbi SIN4.. Leeward end Centraltoistrictretpondents'Should-
complete the inventory for LAS.

.

3; Be as tiff:it-60h and candid as you can in responding tothe items.
ReSponses to the Inventory will not be identified with names Of ".
individual respondents.

Read:the items carefully before. you 'respond. Throughout the
Inventory the terd;70rOgram" means the SLEP Program. The term

ents"-means Students participating in the SLEP program or
udents:being tested fOr patticipation in the,prOgrami Unless
therwise indidai60 or *plied, the test means the test for which you

are completing the Inventory.

5. Use your general lapreSsion of the test as a guide in responding to
the items. We want your best profesSional judgmentd on the test - -not
scientific facts;

Return the completed inventory. to Dr. Don Enoli of the Honolulu
District office.



7.!

INVENIORY OP TEST USE_SATIEPACTION

Name (optional): ti

Position:

School District:

Date:

, .

Name of test (one only) for which yciu ate Completing thiS inventory:

PAM I:

Chadic one of the Choices, for eadh of ,the. following items..

1; ow would you rate your knoWledge of the test?

Little

Moderate

Good

'Excellent

Novii.many timed have you administered the test to students in the
program?

Never

times

8 or more times



3. How long does It to adMibidter the test to the average student?..

1710 minutes-.

-11-20 minutes

21730 minutes:

31740:minutis

more than 40 minutes

4. What percentage of the skills that you teach students in the program
fat, covered by the test ?.

20% or less
z1.±

.21.4 0%

31-40-- %
. ,

_0-60%

A1-60%

.61,4'0%."

' '71% or more;-

5. The test is pkimarily used' :(Check all that apply)

O

Stilident =!

Dlaghosis

Instructional
ti

Pl4pailent
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Now long half the test beenr in use in the'progtam ,fOr the
Purpose (s) ' indicated above? a

Less than 1 -year

1-2 years

years:

Morie=than-4-year

Not sure

- ART 11:

Indicate whether you agree_ or disagree with each of the following
statements by circling SA for 'Strongly Agree; A for Agree; N for Neutral;
D for Disigree; and SD for Strongly Disagree. Circle NA only if the item
is not aiplibable or inappropriate...;

1. I know What the test is supposed to measure..
SA SD A

2. Tbe,items in the test ,seem conceptually sound,in that the items are
tiased on theory of linguistics, education, psychology and Iearning.

A N D SD NA

'3. The te t measures what'it is supposed .to measure.-

SA A N D SD

a. The_test measures something diitinct-frOmAthat Is measured by othet
simiiar tests-

5. The test proiides results whiCh ,general* tell me how well a
particular student is doing in other school subjects too.-

SA A N SD NA.



S. The test provides reliable information for its intended use (e.g.-
evaluationi student selectiON placement, diagnosis and instructionalplanning).

SA D SD NA.

:7. The test results generally turn out tolte,what I would expect;

SA SD NA

. I generally hake useof information I.get from the test.

SA- A N. D ` 1gD NA

9.-1 have no difficulty to administerini the test to students.

SA- A N D SD NA

13:1 am able to administer-the test in the same way each time I test the
students.

SA N SD NA

. 11. The way in which studentsare reqUired.to respond to the test items
is simple: and diredt..

SA SD NA

12. Adhinistering the test is an enjoyable and iewarding .ekperience.

SA D SD NA

13. It traced too long to administer the test.H
l

SD NA



. .

14. The test manual is clear, well- organized, consietent, thorough and
helPful;

N SD NA.

15. Instructions for adMinistering the test are clear and easy to follow;

Aid

16; The answer or scoring sheet is easy to use.

SA A 1. N

17; The scoring proCedure,for the test is straightforward and objective.

SA N SD NA

18; I would have no difficulty'in hand-scoring the test.

D NA

19. When the test is machine - scored, the results are often somewhat
different from what I3would expect;

. SA , A SD NA

20. The test provides an importaht source of information for program
improvement.

SA SD NA

21; I often use; the test results to make' instructional decisions.;

SD NA



Iayout_of the test -(including grin _size, illustrations;white space and COldt) is attractive-and helpfUl.

SA A SD NA

23. The test:items are generally well written.

24. The test items are relevant to my Students;

SA A

25. The test itemisvare free of Cultural; sexual'and'Athnicbias.

SA 'A N SD NA!

,

26. It is easy to convert raw scores to'nOrMed:or interpreted scores,for
the testi,

SA A SD NA

27; It is easy to understand the meaning,of the various scores preiVided
. by the test.

SA SD NA

28.:I see noiprobleMS in using
.purpose (e.g.; eValuation;
and instructional planning)

.
#

the various test scores for theintended
student seIectioni,placemehtdiagnosis;



. 29. The test, has enough items to include a sufficient-range of diffiUlY.

SA . _A SD NA

30. The test' meigutes.are wide range or diversity Of. skills; .

.44 SD . NA

31: The raw bcores have a sufficient range to differentiate adequately
among studentsi

SA' A

32. The converted scores hive a Sufficient range to differentiate
adequately among students.

SA A 1.L D SD NA

33. The costs of the, test (including est materials, dministration;
scoring andjnterpretation) are high for the kinds of information
it provides.

SA SD NA

34. I am very satisfied with the use of the test in-Ay pr04ramo

SA A N D sp NA

35; I would recommend the test for use in programs similar to mine:

= SA', NA.


